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Abstract  

Literature of all societies is said to have interrelated and shared similar features, 

with which is being characterized. That is why there is venturing of societal and 

traditional peculiarities from one society to another, with the view to imbibing the 

ideas of one another in the field of literature. Hence, poetry as a genre of literature 

is the most powerful and applicable to all activities and performances of life. It 

encompasses the media aspect since the time immemorial, especially in the era of 

the ancient Arabs. Therefore, the aims and objectives of this paper is to ascertain 

that media is often carried out in the Arabic poems in the Arabic literature and 

make some relationship between the ancient Arabs and the contemporary ways of 

disseminating information through the media in Nigeria.  In view of this, this 

paper concentrates on Ilorin as a case study where two scholars were chosen, for 

their works on media, and highlighted under three major headings. The 

methodology adopted for this write up is historical and analytical method, and 

finally, the findings of this study are (i) poetry is widely used to the extent that 

covers the media aspect at all age, (ii) poetry is imbibed by the northern part of 

Nigeria among those who understand Arabic language.    

Keywords:   Media, Poetry, Arabic Perspectives, Ancient Arab, Literary 

Criticism.     

 

Introduction  

Information is an epitome of power that is inevitable in the race of 

mankind, through which man is comfortable, reliable and responsible. Therefore, 

the determinant of information is media and all its ramifications. Furthermore, 

media in the literature of all societies has its origin from ancient time, specifically 

in Arabic literature where poetry in those days was the only source of keeping 

people of that time informed. It was used to publicize their phenomena and annual 

activities that were based on pleasure and resentment, known as ‘muallaqat’. 

At this juncture, Arabic poetry in Nigeria context follows the same trend, 

before it recently metamorphosed to the use of technology in the media sector. As 
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such, some poetic writers in 17th century had epistolary media of counter writings, 

like that occurrence between usman bn fodio and the then king of Borno Empire, 

and another one between almagily and as-suyuty. (Galadanci, 2008, 113) 

This study aims at bringing some Arabic poems that serve as media in the 

contemporary age in Nigeria, as the study limits its scope to Ilorin scholars who 

wrote works on this regard. Meanwhile, the paper is subheaded into three: the 

background of the study, the medium of Arabic poetry in Ilorin, and literary 

criticism on the medium of Arabic poetry in Nigeria.    

 

Background of the study 

Media according to the contemporary English dictionary is the mass 

communication industry, especially newspaper, television and radio with the use 

an expert transmitter like journalists, broadcasters and other related professionals. 

It can be also referred to as communication channels through which news, 

entertainment, education, data or promotional messages are disseminated. It 

includes every broadcasting and narrowcasting medium such as newspapers, 

magazines, television, radio, billboards, direct mails, telephone, fax and internet. 

Media is the plural form of medium which can accommodate both plural and 

singular verb, depending on the sense intended. Media is nowadays a tool used to 

share knowledge and information across the world. This assertion outlines the 

important role it plays in building the cultural values and social life of any 

society. (Hoag, 2008, 74)  

It is worthy of note that media has various types, but the major ones are 

electronic media and print media. Electronic media covers all sort of information 

that is disseminated or publicized through the use of television, radio, phone etc. 

while print media entails information carried out by newspaper, journals, 

magazines, etc. but the tool used to bring all the branches together is cell phone. 

Phone nowadays occupies the role of television, radio, newspaper, journal and 

magazine in term of speed and wide circulation of information, more importantly 

in technologically advanced society. (Bastinade, 2008, 14) 

On the other hand, poetry, in relation to media, is another tool that best 

inform people in the olden days of barbaric Arabs. It is even the yardstick that 

constitutes their social and economical life from time immemorial. At that period, 

there is nothing else used to disseminate information rather than poetry. It had 

even become their tradition to have gatherings of poetry where each poet would 

present his peace of information to the people of his community. It might be on 

someone falling in love with a lady and lacks the courage of confrontation, 

another one may pronounce his divorce to a lady through this gathering, and 

someone might choose to react on a case involving him with others. This was 

very rampant and pervasive in the Arab society to the extent they had markets of 

poetry, of which women were highly involved. These markets were established 

with the purpose of purchasing information from the poets because poets were 

believed to have possessed enough information than others who were not poet. 

These markets include: ukkas market and mubrid market. (Alfakury, 2005, 136) 
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In this regard, there is a poet called qareez bn aneef , he is from the clan of 

ambary and was attacked by people of shaiban and thirty out of his camels were 

ransacked. He sought the help of his people to retrieve the goods but they refused. 

He now used the available media which is poetry, to inform his society of the 

incidence, whether there may be any assistance by so doing. He was able to use a 

method that best suit the situation and attract the response of the people. He said: 

 

Lao kuntu min mazinin lam tastbih ibli 

Banus-shaqeeqati min zuhul bni shaibana 

Izan laqama linasri ma’sharun khushunun 

Indal - hafeezoti in zuu luuthatin laana  

 Gloss: 

“Had it being I am among the people of mazin, 

 My camels would not have been ransacked 

The strong ones will stand on my behalf  

Any time of provocation from the tyrants” 

 

The people of mazin were known to be confrontational and human-righter; 

hence, he indirectly sought their intercession through the poetic media system of 

information, and that yielded positively.  

In Nigeria context, Arabic poetry is also used as a form of media and 

publicity, at the time matters arise. This notion is peculiar to the people of 

northern part of Nigeria, known as arewa, due to their strict adherence to the 

teachings of Islam.  They believed that Arabic language must be well understood 

before their religion is well celebrated. From there, they became more conversant 

with Arabic literature and with the influence of that, they are able to use poetry as 

it was used in the ancient Arabs. (Hafiz & farid, 1985, 266) 

The history revealed it that during the revolution of usman bn fodio, he 

had an encounter with the king of Borno Empire, on the issue co-sitting 

arrangement with women. The former then instructed one of his followers to 

broadcast that through the medium of poetry. Among the stanzas is the following:  

 

Yaa ayyuha dhallazi qad jaha yurshiduna 

Samhan lima kulta fasma’ anta ma kuna 

 Gloss:  

Oh you our admonisher! 

We have listened to you, so it your turn! 

    (Usman, 2007, P:31) 

 

Furthermore, it is pertinent to note that poetry is the most powerful tools 

of message that touches the heart immediately at the communication spot. That is 

why is being chosen in the olden days of Arab, as the means of communication 

and notification, and imbibed in the media of contemporary Arabic poetry in 

Nigeria.  They used it in appreciation, in allegation and ceremonial event of 

different colors.9 Therefore, Poetry, according to William wordsworth is a 
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spontaneous overflow of feeling, idea and imagination. It is one of the three basic 

genres of literature without which nothing could be called literary work. So, if any 

given work is not poetry, it is prose, or is neither poetry nor prose, it is definitely 

drama. Meanwhile, poetry and others occupy a precious position in the heart of 

literature, especially poetry which is the subject of literary appreciation in 

literature, with the view to analyzing the structure and the content of poem. 

Appreciating a poem is criticizing the work in either of the two ways of criticism. 

These are constructive and destructive criticisms. That is why criticism is the 

major task of literary appreciation base on the perspective of the critic. (Ibrahim, 

2002, 246)   

 

Medium of Arabic poetry in Ilorin  

Ilorin is known as a place of learning and harmony since the time of alimi 

and afanja. It is the capital of kwara state that is fruitful to have many scholars of 

various discipline, and successful to have sixteen local governments since the 

time of its creation. It is considered a northern part of Nigeria and therefore, 

influenced with the nature and instinct of its people in terms of eastern education. 

With this assertion, the intensive knowledge of Arabic poetry of Ilorin people is 

no more questionable and doubtful. It has been producing intellectuals in all areas 

of study, especially in Arabic study, to the extent of professorial production. 

(Ameen, 1967, 188) 

Nevertheless, the Arabic poets of this town have collection of poem from 

different themes and rhythms. This amounts to the availability of medium poetry 

in their works. To mention a view professor issa alibi abubakar and ishaq shuaib 

jiyely among others. These are the two whose poems on media are chosen as a 

case study for this research. 

 

The informative poetry in Ilorin (media) 

Thematically, Poetry in all eras is known with various functions through 

which the intention of the poet is revealed. Some are ceremonial while others are 

sympathetic in nature. In this paper both sides are considered and the preference 

to the use of transliteration is also adopted. (centre for Ilorin studies, 2015, 115)   

 

1- Yasir arafah under the safety of  God  

This poem was composed by professor Issa Alabi Abubakar of University 

of Ilorin, Department of Arabic, Faculty of Arts. He composed it to announce the 

death of a one-time President of Palestine, to Nigeria Arabic society, who died in 

the month of Ramadan, equivalent to eleventh day of November, at France 

Military Hospital, where he was receiving treatment, yielded in no recuperation. 

The content is as follows:  

 

Qod mata romzu nidolis-sha’bi ‘arafatu 

Fal-tahdail-yaoma alamun wara‘shatu 

Ardor-ribati faqodna qoidan batolan 

La yansani mahamash taddat adawatu 
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Faman yunassiku ahmalal-fadohili fi 

Wajhil- ‘aduwwi isas tashrat dorawatu 

Aya falastinu yagli fi domahirina 

Huznun fa hal ba’dau ta’til- masarratu 

Man yubligul- yaoma israila ma’lakatan 

Bi anna im’anaha fil- qotli wailatu 

‘azahunal-yaoma tahrirun yafuzu bihi 

Sha’bun tadorrara ta’lu minhu aahaatu 

Wa ba’da hamlika aalaamal-bilada hawan 

Fafi fasihi jinanillahi ‘arafatu 

   (Abubakar, 2008, 189) 

Summary 

The symbol of human activism is dead, so all sort of pains and convulsion 

should be composed. The middle belt should also be informed that we lose a 

warrior that doesn’t give up no matter tough is the battle. Who will take over the 

role he used to play when the violence is intensified. Palestine! Can there be cheer 

after our hearts boiling in the sorrow of this loss? Who will convey to Israel that 

her killings are affliction? Our consolation is a write-up comforting a nation that 

felt harmed and discomforted. With all the pains you suffered in the name of your 

country, you shall be granted a spacious paradise. 

   

2- Congratulations 

 This poem, with the title “congratulations” was composed by Mr. Shuaib 

Ishaq Jiyaly, a PhD student of Arabic literature, university of Ilorin, Nigeria. It 

serves as a medium to announce the wedding ceremony of a daughter of professor 

Issa Alabi Abubakar. Here is the content also in transliteration.  

 

Shi’run yuhanniu rabbas-shi’ri wal-adabi 

Ala zawaji fatatid-deeni wa-hasabi 

Sorat nabeelatu min sobrin wa tadhiyatin 

Zaojan ala nanhajil- islami wal- adabi 

Fa man ladaihi banatun kana ya’rifu ma 

Banaita majdan wa ma ayanta min ta’abi 

Munzhu l-wiladati la tanfakku fi walahin 

Wa fit-tadorru’I hatta sa’atut-torabi 

Abul-banati Kaman fil-bahari yarkabuhu 

Wa man ladaihi qowareerun mina dhahabi 

Yasunuha uwa fi rifqin wa fi basorin 

Wa fi du’ahi areedin min udal- kutubi 

Man ‘aala binta wa rabbaha wa addabaha 

Qod ‘aala hatman wa rabbaa ambala shu’abi 

      (Jiyely, 2018, 89) 

 Summary       

My poem congratulates the lord of poetry and literature, on the wedlock of 

his daughter, who has just become a couple after a lot of self-keeping. Those who 
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have female children will appreciate the situation in which you are in terms of 

female upbringing, since the time of infancy to the period of puberty, and now the 

time of pleasure. This because a father of females is so watchful like someone 

with bottle of gold. Therefore, whoever that nurtures a female has been able to 

nurture a nation. 

 

Literary criticism  

Nuwaf, in the university of sharjah, united emirate had an interface with 

some journalist, and argued that the significance of poetry in the media is quick 

penetration to the mind and soul, and therefore, established the fact that mu’llaqah 

which was the platform through which arab poets announced their phenomena 

and disseminated information, had great influence in their brevity and accuracy in 

their expressions.17 When word is used in their poems, is used carefully to 

encompass wide meaning that carries all aspects of intended meanings and 

information. For instance, the use of the word istabahah by qariz in his 

mu’allaqah, which means blasphemous behavior or act of depriving someone of 

his right by way of interception. By this word,  information about the incident had 

spread all over the axis of Arabian beninsula. So also are the two selected poems 

for this study. The first poem yasir arafah is of many concise words like 

ishtashrat, dorawatu,‘ahatu18  

These three words are better explained in the table below: 

Original word Meaning  connotation 

1- ishtas

hrat (SV) 

Intensify  Pain 

2- doraw

atu  (PN) 

Violence  Pain 

3- ahatu 

(PN) 

Screaming  Pain 

      

On the other hand, the poem (congratulations) is also of the similar 

attribute where the poet uses words that opposite in connotation to the former. It 

shows in the following:    

 

 

Original word Meaning  connotation 

1- yuhan

nihu (SV) 

congratulates  Happiness 

2- qowar

eerun  (PN) 

Flasks of gold Happiness 

3- aala 

(SV) 

Fix in marriage  Happiness 

 

Looking at these words in two tables, there will be submission that the 

information is brief and appropriate on sad news contained within the lines of the 

poem yasir Arafat, and the good news in the other one. 
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Poetry also considered the best medium through which information is 

impacted to the javelin. This is proved by anthropologists from time immemorial. 

To them poetry is a great medium to play with words, sounds and ideas. 

Meanwhile, folklore and myth basically serve as media in children acquaintance 

and knowledge provision. (doef, 2008, 201) 

In the abasid era of Arabic literature, poetic instruction was introduced, so 

as to make learning easy for the children. It was an idea that brought about the 

encyclopedic collection of poetry, which was purely made on learning of the 

children. These works were originally from another society such as a book called 

“ kalilah wa dimnah” which was from India community. Abban lahiqy then 

translated it into Arabic through the use of poetry. (Alfakury, 2005, 128) 

In the period of ummayyad that preceded abbasid, there was an institution 

of specialization on eulogy of dignitaries, through the poetic medium. Utoiha in 

those days chose to elevate the people of hanfi naqoh and broadcast their 

phenomena through the means of poem endowment. Mutanabby also in the period 

of Abbasid chose to broadcast sayfu daola throughout his life. These people were 

known to be earners via poetry and excelled in so doing.  Just as today, where 

journalists and broadcasters are placed on salaried, they had no other job rather 

than to broadcast their men and take reward with which they kept their family 

well fed (Alfakury, 2005, 129). 

These two poems have different characteristics which are  

 

1- The congratulatory poem is characterized with broadcast on the day of 

event and therefore, serves as the purpose of informing the absent 

members of the society in the aftermath of ceremony.  

2- Although Yasir Arafat poem is characterized with broadcasting, it is not 

attached with any function. The poet composed it to serve as 

announcement of yasir’s  for Nigeria Arabic society. 

3- The system of news broadcasting is to use third person pronouns, such as: 

he, she, they, him, her etc. but the selected poems comprise of other 

pronouns such as second person pronoun, pronoun of reporting person, 

and so on. 

4-  Arabic poetry is multipurpose in nature therefore, the broadcasting of 

good news and sympathetic news are also embedded under the media of 

Arabic literature.   

 

 

Conclusion 
In the foregoing discussion, an attempt was made to assert the fact that 

Media and poetry were often used inseparably in the ancient time of Arab. 

Therefore, Nigeria society of Arabic literature also follows the trend, so as to 

capture the literature of the past and apply it in the present. However, the 

electronic media (such as television and radio), print media (such as newspapers, 

book of journals, and magazine) and new age media (such as phone, computer 

and internet) were mentioned being more pervasive in technologically developed 
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societies. The paper focused mainly on the poetic print media made by Arabic 

scholars in Nigeria, especially in Ilorin metropolis, where two poems from 

different poets were selected. Conclusively, the study resulted in making poetry a 

tool to be used as a media for broadcasting any form of information and 

announcing any kind of activity in the society. 
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